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relief supplies from supporters

A Week after the Earthquake
Relief Supplies and Art Workshop
One week after the earthquake, we arrived at disaster areas by
KIDS EARTH CAR. It had been a few days after the earthquake,
however, the school building was still used as an evacuation
center due to continuous aftershocks. Therefore, it was unable

At the evacuation center

to know when the classes could be restarted, which imposed
stress on children day by day. Some children suffered from

KIDS EARTH CAR in Kyushu

sudden allergic symptoms they’d never had, while others had
dermatitis and stomatitis. In addition to delivery of supplies, we
had workshops for those children to draw pictures at locations
including public areas, parking lots and evacuation centers. “In
My Mind” was the title of the picture drawn on a big canvas. One
of the children said, “I expressed inside my head that had gotten
totally mixed up.” This infers an enormous amount of stress
imposed on children in disaster areas, and how confused they
are. The principal of elementary school hit by the earthquake
requested us for cooperation, as it was unpredictable when the
school could reopen and children’s psychological care was the
problem needed to be solved. We promised our second visit to
support Kumamoto, and headed back to Tokyo.

Outside the evacuation center

Boys are living inside the car

Second Session
from April 30th
Children, who continue to survive in
evacuation centers and inside vehicles,
without being able to attend schools and
being imposed patience, were thoroughly
delighted to paint by paint using the whole
body. These children continue to have limited
access to play areas as there are still many
hazardous places outside. Therefore, we
hope our workshop would make them
cheerful, and encourage them to become
positive as much as possible.

The Third Painting Workshop on May
21st, 2018.
We held the third workshop, using a
large piece of cloth on May 21st and
May 22nd. Every children enjoyed
creating a masterpiece.
▶ At the milk firm

For children in Tohoku

Child ward / Orphanage
March to June
March 1st Kanagawa Children Medical Center
April 4th Kanagawa Children Medical Center
April 12nd Jikei University Hospital
May 13rd Jikei University Hospital
May 16th Kanagawa Children Medical Center
June 10th Jikei University Hospital
June 11st Sisei Gakuen (child ward)
June 14th Kanagawa Children Medical Center

An art workshop for disable children was held at BVLGARI Il Ristorante Luca
Fantin. They enjoyed the course launch there after the workshop, and they
made one of the most memorable days of their life.

We have launched a project which we donate children’s paintings to hospitals,
child wards and orphanages. First we made lithographs by donation from Bulgari,
and sent them to 10 places.

Let’s color the earth with children's art!
Making lithographs of children’s art.

You can choose your favorite children’s art from 1000 kinds of ones.
(Supported by Amana Inc.)
After the order, it takes about 2 weeks to send you.

We also collaborate with RE Kikou (NPO).
They recycled corks into art flames by disable people and disease
sufferers. We support recruiting of them.

